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SHORT NOTE 
PREFERRED EXTENSIONS ARE PARTIAL 
STABLE MODELS* 
, ,> I \/,  ^
A. C. KAKAS’AND P. MANCARELLA 
D We show that two recently presented proposals for the semantics of 
normal logic programs, namely purtial stable models of Sac& and Zaniolo 
and preferred extensions of Phan Minh Dung coincide. a 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Stable models [4] have recently played an important role in extending the seman- 
tics of negation as failure in logic programming to a wide class of programs beyond 
(locally) stratified programs. Unlike other semantics, such as the well-founded 
semantics [ll], the stable model semantics do not cover the whole class of logic 
programs. The simplest example in this respect is the program p + 7 p which has 
no stable models. Recently, several authors [l, 2, 9, 101 have proposed various 
generalizations and extensions of stable models in order to give any logic program 
a semantics. In particular, Sac& and Zaniolo in [lo] have defined three-valued 
stable models, called partial stable models, by introducing a new notion of partial 
(three-valued) model and by imposing on these models a stability requirement 
based on the notion of foundedness introduced in [ll] for the well-founded 
semantics. On the other hand, the work in [2] has exploited the idea of treating 
negation as hypothesis first introduced in [3] (and further developed in [5]) in order 
to define another semantics to logic programs with negation. This resulting seman- 
tics, called preferential semantics, can be viewed as another three-valued extension 
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of stable models. In this paper we show that these two approaches, which tackle the 
same problems from apparently different perspectives, actually coincide. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we briefly review the two 
approaches and in Section 3 we state and prove the equivalence result. 
2. PARTIAL STABLE MODELS AND PREFERRED EXTENSIONS 
We will refer to the basic concepts and terminologies of standard logic program- 
ming as found in [7]. Thus, a normal logic program (from here onwards simply a 
program) is a set of rules of the form 
A CL,,..., L, 
(n 2 O>, where A is an atom and L ,, . . . , L, are literals. A positive (resp. negative) 
literal occurring in a rule will be referred to as a positive (resp. negative) condition 
of that rule. Given a program P, ground(P) denotes the set of all ground instances 
of the rules in P. The Herbrand Base of a program P, i.e., the set of all ground 
atoms which can be constructed using predicate and function symbols occurring in 
P, is denoted by HB, whereas 7 HB denotes the set { 7 AJA E HB). Given 
I c HB U 7 HB, I+, (resp. Z-> will stand for I n HB (resp. I n 7 
is consistent if for no A E HB both A E I+ and -- A E I-, and 
some A E HB, both A E I+ and 7 A E I-. 
The complement of a ground literal L will be denoted by 
positive atom A E HB then z is 7 A E 7 HB, and if L is 
7AE 7 HB then 1 is A E HB. 
HB). Moreover, Z 
inconsisfent if for 
L, i.e., if L is a 
a negative atom 
2.1. Partial Stable Models 
Let us now summarize the basic concepts which underly the notion of partial stable 
models. All the definitions and results of this section are taken from [lo]. 
Definition 2.1. (partial and total interpretations). Given a program P, Z c HB U 7 HB 
is an interpretation if Z is consistent, i.e., for no atom A, both A E I+ and 
7 A E I-. Also, Z is total if for any atom A E HB either A E I+ or 7 A E I-, 
partial otherwise. 
Definition 2.2. (partial models). A partial interpretation M of a program P is a 
partial model of P if for each 7 A E M every rule in ground( P> with head A 
contains at least one condition L such that 1 EM. 
As pointed out by the authors, this definition of partial models guarantees that 
the falsity of an atom cannot be invalidated by changing the value of the undefined 
facts, i.e., of the ground literals L such that neither L nor z is in the model. 
Moreover, they show that any partial model is contained in a total model which 
makes all the clauses in P true. Partial stable models are then defined by 
extending the notion of stability given by Gelfond and Lifschitz in [4] for total 
(two-valued) models. To this extent the authors in [lo] suitably extend the Gelfond 
and Lifschitz’s transformation to the case of three-valued models as follows. 
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Definition 2.3. {positive instantiation of P w.r.t. M). Given a program P and a partial 
model M, the positive instantiation of P w.r.t. M, denoted by PM, is obtained 
from ground(P) by deleting: 
(a> each rule containing a negative condition 7 A such that A E M+; 
(b) each rule containing a literal L such that neither L nor z is in M; 
(c) all the negative conditions in the remaining rules. 
Clearly, all the rules in P,,, are definite clauses and hence the minimal Herbrand 
model of P,,, can be obtained as the least fixpoint of its immediate consequence 
operator Tr,W. As usual, we denote this least fixpoint by Tr, t w (see for instance 
171). 
Definition 2.4. (founded and partial stable models). Let P be a program and M a 
partial model for P. Then M is 
(a) founded if Tp,W t w = Mf; 
(b) stable if it is founded and it is not a proper subset of any other founded 
model. 
The previous definition coincides with the definition of stable models given in [4] 
for total models. The next proposition will be used in Section 3. 
Proposition 2.1. Let M be a partial model of a logic program P. Then Tp,W t w C M’. 
2.2. Preferential Semantics 
A recent work by P. M. Dung has studied the treatment of negation as hypothesis 
in logic programming which was first introduced in [3] in the framework of 
abductive reasoning. For each predicate symbol p occurring in a program, a new 
predicate symbol p- is introduced and each negative literal 7 p(t) in program 
clauses is replaced by p-(t). These new predicate symbols are called abducible 
predicates and ground atoms whose predicate symbol is abducible are called 
hypotheses. In order to keep the notation uniform with the one of the previous 
subsection, we will treat directly negative ground atoms as hypotheses, without 
explicitly replacing them by new positive atoms. Basically, any element, 7 p(t) say, 
of 7 HB is a possible hypothesis and it is regarded as a positive literal with 
predicate symbol 1 p. Hence, the basic concepts and notions of [2] will be stated 
and suitably adapted according to this notation. The semantics given in [2] is based 
on the notions of scenario and extensions, which are analogous to the correspond- 
ing notions of [81. The definitions and results of this section are taken from [21. 
Definition 2.5. Given a logic program P, a scenario is a first-order theory P U H, 
where H c 7 HB is a set of hypotheses. A scenario is called a consistent 
scenario’ if for no ground atom A both 7 A E H and P U H FA. An extension 
is a maximal (w.r.t. set inclusion) consistent scenario. 
’ In the sequel we will refer to consistent scenarii simply as scenarii. 
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Recall that in this framework negative literals of the form -, p(t) are considered 
as positive literals with a new predicate symbol 7 p. Given a logic program P and 
a set of hypotheses H c 7 HB, as in [2] we denote by Der(P, HI the set {A E 
HBI P U H KA). Der( P, H) can be equivalently characterized as the set of ordinary 
atoms, i.e., elements of HB, in the minimal Herbrand model of the program 
obtained by adding to P an assertion 7 A +- for each 7 A E H. In other words 
Der(P,H)=HBnTrU,t w. As shown in 121, a scenario P U H is consistent if 
and only if Der(P, H) U H is a partial interpretation according to Definition 2.1. In 
the sequel, given a scenario P U H, we will denote by ZH the partial interpretation 
given by Der(P, H) U H. The problem with the declarative semantics of logic 
programs is to identify which extensions specify the intended semantics of pro- 
grams. This is the purpose of the next definitions and results. 
Definition 2.6. A hypothesis 7 A is acceptable with respect to a scenario P U H if 
for every set of hypotheses E such that P U E I= A, Der( P, H > U E is inconsis- 
tent. 
This definition is motivated by noting that any such E is evidence for A, thus it 
can be regarded as evidence to the contrary of the hypothesis 7 A that we want to 
add to H. Hence if every such evidence to the contrary is not possible (i.e., 
inconsistent with the conclusions of the original set H) then 7 A can be added to 
H. 
Definition 2.7. A scenario P U H is admissible if every hypothesis in H is accept- 
able with respect to P U H. A prefewed extension is a maximal (with respect to 
set inclusion) admissible scenario of P. 
Proposition 2.2. If P U H is an admissible scenario and 7 A is acceptable w.r.t. 
P U H, then P U H U { 7 A) is also an admissible scenario. 
Other work related to [2] can be found in [6]. 
3. THE EQUIVALENCE RESULT 
First let us state some important properties of founded and partial stable models of 
[lOI. 
Proposition 3.1. Let M be a partial model. Assume M is founded and consider the 
interpretation S given by S- = M- and S+ = Der( P, M-1. Then S is a partial 
founded model. 
PROOF. First, we need to show that S is consistent. Since S+ = HB n T,, U s- f w, it 
is sufficient to show that for each k < o, A E Tr U s- t k -A e S. The proof is by 
induction on k. The base case is trivial. Assume the result holds for each h _< k and 
considerAETpUS-Tk+l.If AET,,,- t k the result follows from the inductive 
hypothesis. So assume A @ T r v s- t k, then there exists a clause 
A+B ,,..., B,,TC ,,..., TC, 
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such that { 7 C,, . . . , 7 C,} c S and {B,, . . . , B,,} c Tpc, s t k. Then the above 
clause satisfies the following conditions: 
(a> for each i = I,. . . , m C, EM’, 
since 7 C, E Mm and M is consistent; 
(b) foreach j=l,...,nTB,@M-, 
since B, E T,, L s t k and hence 7 B, @2 M-- by inductive hypothesis. 
Then (a) and (b) together imply that no condition L in the body of this clause is 
such that L E M, which ensures, by definition of partial model, that A @ Mm. 
Secondly, we need to show that S is a partial model, but this is straightforward 
since S = Mm. At last, we need to prove that 
T1> 5 T w=S+. 
By Proposition 2.1 we know that T,,, t w c S+. It remains to be shown that 
S+ c T,! t w. Again, recall that S+ = HB n Tp u s- t w, so it is sufficient to show by 
induction that for each k E w, HB n T ,, u ,sm f k c T!., t w. This is obviously true for 
k = 0. Assume it is true for each h <k, and consider A E HB n Tpu .~ t k such 
that A E HB f’ T,, cl s T(k - 1). Then there exists a clause 
A+B ,,..., B,, 7C ,,..., TC, 
such that ( 7 C,,. . . , 7 C,) G S and (B,, . . . , B,,} c HB n Tpu sm t(k - 1). Then, by 
inductive hypothesis, we have {B,, . . . , B,} c Tp, t w. Hence the clause A +- 
B , , . . . , B, belongs by construction to Ps which in turn implies A E Tp.$ t w. q.e.d. 
As a corollary of the previous proposition we have the following result. 
Corollary 3. I. Let M be a partial stable model of a program P. Then M’ = Der( P, M- ). 
Recall that given a scenario P U H we refer to ZH as the partial interpretation 
given by Der( P, H > U H. 
Lemma 3.1. Gil:en a logic program P and a set of hypotheses H, if P U H is a preferred 
extension then IH is a partial founded model of P. 
PROOF. Assume that ZH is not a partial model. Then there exists a rule in P 
A+A ,,..., A,,TB ,,..., TB, 
such that 
(i> 7 A E H 
(ii) for each i = 1,. . . , n lA,@H 
(iii) for each j = 1,. . . , k Bj P Der( P, H) 
Let now & and 95’ be the following sets of atoms: 
&={Aili~[l,n] and AieDer(P,H)} 
&8={7B,lj+k]17Bj65H}. 
Notice that &Z US' is not empty since otherwise, A would belong to Der( P, H) 
which together with (i> contradicts the consistency of H. Moreover, by (ii) we know 
that for each Ai E& there exists a set of hypotheses E such that 
(iv) PUEFA, and 
(v> Der(P, H) u E is consistent 
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since otherwise 7 Ai would be acceptable w.r.t. H hence contradicting, by Propo- 
sition 2.2, the fact that P u H is a maximal admissible scenario. Let us choose, for 
each A, EJ;~, one such consistent explanation, H, say. Then it is clear that the set 
H’ =9’ u {H,IA; E&} 
is such that 
PuH’+A 
and also 
Der( P, H ) U H’ is consistent 
since by (iii) Der(P, H) ~9’ is consistent and by (v) each Der(P, H) U H, is 
consistent for each i. 
Hence A* E H and there exists a set H’ such that P U H’ kA and Der( P, H) 
u H’ is consistent thus contradicting the admissibility of H. We conclude that I, 
is a partial model. 
Consider now PI, constructed according to Definition 2.3. Clearly, for each 
clause in P of the form 
A+B ,,..., B,,,TC ,,..., TC, 
such that (A, B,, . . . , B,} G Der(P, H) and { 7 C,, . . . , 7 C,) c H, we have that P,, 
contains a corresponding clause A +- B,, . . . , B,, and hence Der( P, H) c Tp f w. 
Since I, is a partial model, by Proposition 2.1 we know that also Tp,,, ‘f WC 
Der(P, H) and hence Tp,, t w = Der(P, H), which means that ZH is also founded. 
q.e.d. 
The next result shows that any partial stable model corresponds to an admissible 
scenario. 
Lemma 3.2. Let M be a partial stable model of a program P. Then P U M- is an 
admissible scenario. 
PROOF. By Corollary 3.1 we have that M+ = Der( P, Mm). Assume now that P U Mm 
is not admissible, i.e., there exists 7 A E Mm and a set of hypotheses H such that 
(i) PUHl=A, and 
(ii) Der(P, Mm) u H is consistent 
By (i) there exists a finite SLD-refutation’ 
G,,,G,,...,G,, 
in the program P u H such that G,, is the goal + A and G, is the empty clause. 
We show by induction onn that 
(iii) for each k, G, contains a positive atom A, such that 7 A, EM- hence 
contradicting the fact that the above derivation is an SLD-refutation. G, 
obviously satisfies (iii) by hypothesis. Assume G, satisfies (iii). Without IOSS 
’ Recall that we look at negative literals 7 p(l) as positive literals with predicate symbol 7 p. 
1 
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of generality we can assume that G, has the form 
+-A,, Rest, 
where 7 A, E H, and that G, + , is obtained by resolving G, against some 
clause in P on the literal A,. Let 
A,+C ,,..., C,,d&..,+ 
be such a clause. Obviously, 17 D, , . . . , 7 D,,} c H and hence no D, belongs 
to Mf = Der(P, Mm) by the assumption that Der(P, M-1 U H is consistent. 
But since M is a partial model, there exists a positive literal in the body of 
such clause, C say, such that 7 C E Mm. Let A,, , = C and we get (iii>. 
q.e.d. 
We can now state the main theorem which shows the equivalence between the 
partial stable models semantics and the preferential semantics. 
Theorem 3.1. A partial model M is a partial stable model of P if and onb if P u M is 
a preferred extension. 
PROOF. - 1 Assume M is a partial stable model. Then, by Lemma 3.2, P u Mm is 
an admissible scenario and hence, there exists a set of hypotheses H 2 Mm such 
that P U H is a preferred extension. Then, by Lemma 3.1, ZH is a partial founded 
model and hence ZH = M- by the maximality of M. 
= > Assume P U H is a preferred extension. Then, by Lemma 3.1, I, is a partial 
founded model and hence there exists a stable model M 2 I,. Then M+ = 
DedP, M-l by Proposition 3.1 and also P U M- is an admissible scenario by 
Lemma 3.2. Hence, M- = H by maximality of H. q.e.d. 
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